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SUBMISSION FROM: UK Centre for Animal Law  

As Scotland considers its legislation on control of dogs, the UK Centre for Animal Law 
urges lawmakers to move away from breed specific legislation in all forms. Its ineffective 
and unjust consequences and overbroad scope have been proved time and again, and the 
recent well-founded trend of moving away from such legislation is a step in the right 
direction. Many instructive lessons can be learned from looking at other countries dealing 
with similar issues. 

Debate on breed-specific legislation has persisted in the USA for many years, with the 
focus centering on bills that target pit bulls. Attacks involving pit bulls tend to garner the 
most media attention, and so a vocal portion of the American public seems to support such 
bans despite not understanding their merits, or lack thereof. Slowly, state by state, 
segments of the populace have come to recognize that such bans are ineffective at 
preventing dog attacks, that focusing on breed instead of more influential variables (living 
conditions, individual history) misplaces attention, and that dog behavior is largely a 
product of human treatment.  

Perhaps the most well known dog organization in the USA, the American Kennel Club 
(AKC) has repeatedly voiced its opposition to such legislation. While stating that it “strongly 
supports dangerous dog control”, the AKC believes that breed-specific bans skirt the actual 
issue behind dangerous dog behavior: irresponsible and/or criminal dog owners. Control 
methods such as stricter leash laws and increased public education would do much more to 
solve problems than banning entire breeds based on well-intentioned but ill-informed 
attitudes. The majority of problems stem from dogs being used in violent underground 
fighting rings or by owners using the dogs as aggressive sentries, and so such owners 
would simply choose a different type of dog to make aggressive for their purposes, leaving 
the public just as endangered as it was before.1 

The American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) has also been clear about its 
opposition to breed-specific targeting when discussing canine aggression. Noting that 
media-driven portrayals of specific breeds as “dangerous” can ignite widespread concern 
about said breeds, the AVMA states that “singling out 1 or 2 breeds for control can result in 
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a false sense of accomplishment.” Targeting breeds ignores the real problem and is not a 
responsible approach to protecting a community.2 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends against using breed 
as a criterion for discriminatory policies intended to prevent dog attacks, saying “Any dog of 
any breed has the potential to bite.” Statements have recognized that current breed specific 
laws have been ineffective.3 Even the American Bar Association (ABA) has urged all 
legislative bodies and government agencies to adopt breed-neutral laws when it comes to 
dangerous dogs/reckless owners. It encourages responsible pet ownership by looking at 
specific dogs and their owners, not entire breeds or dogs that look alike. The ABA has said 
that because breed-specific laws often come after an attack occurs, and the emotion 
surrounding the incident leads to “panic policymaking”. When laws are enacted because of 
emotional appeals, the laws’ effects are often only superficially considered. For instance, 
breed bans affect the property rights of citizens. Such laws are also inconsistent with 
traditional notions of due process. Due process necessitates that laws provide adequate 
notice to the public and to officers charged with enforcement of the law in order to prevent 
arbitrary and discriminatory application of the law. Consequently, in addition to being 
ineffective, breed specific laws are often unconstitutionally vague and arbitrarily enforced as 
well.4 Fortunately, many states have begun to acknowledge that these laws are 
impracticable. 

In Colorado, the town of Castle Rock recently undid some of its past legislation with its 
repeal of a discriminatory pit bull ban, a misguided law that was on the books for 26 years.5 
The Castle Rock police department, the town attorney, and many Colorado citizens 
supported the repeal, realizing that breed-specific bans do not work, and acknowledging 
that they would rather have laws that actually work to protect their community. The 
municipality chose to keep its citizens safe by rejecting baseless fear-mongering and 
instead figuring out fair, proven, workable solutions to a problem.6 In this case, the solution 
was instead to focus on problematic individual dogs and owners.  

In April, the Michigan Senate voted 22-13 to prohibit local governments from enacting 
breed-specific regulations.7 The bill, which prohibits local governments from banning the 
ownership of certain dog breeds, passed an initial vote in the House of Representatives and 
is now under review by the House Committee on Local Government.8 Approximately 30 
local governments in the state of Michigan had some form of breed-specific laws on their 
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8 http://www.ogemawherald.com/stories/michigan-senate-passes-bill-banning-breed-specific-
legislation,107012 
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books, many targeting the usual suspects such as pit bulls and Rottweilers. The bill would 
nullify these local ordinances. Dr. Emily Patterson-Kane, an animal welfare scientist at the 
American Veterinary Medical Association, was interviewed about these events. “The breed 
is not the strongest predictor of whether or not a dog is going to be dangerous,” she said. 
Despite a number of dog attacks in Michigan involving pit bulls, Dr. Patterson-Kane said 
that the breed is not the cause of this violence. “These are dogs that not very good owners 
would get because they thought they were macho. That’s part of what tells you it’s human 
behavior that’s weaponizing dogs. It isn’t that the dog is innately a hazard.”9 

Last summer, Delaware joined the list of more than 20 U.S. states passing legislation that 
prohibits breed-specific legislation.10 Governor John Carney signed the bill that allows pet 
owners to safely keep any type of dog breed or mix. The law states that regulations meant 
to protect the public from dangerous dogs cannot define criminal liability based solely on 
breed or physical characteristics. “Findings to deem a dog dangerous will be based on 
actions of the dog, or an individualized demonstration of vicious behavior,” the bill reads.11 
The bill will stop municipalities from enacting local regulations that target specific breeds.12 

These states join the long lists of states that refuse to discriminate based on arbitrary 
criterion. The states with laws that prohibit municipal regulation of dogs by breed are: 
Arizona, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and Utah. The states 
with laws that prohibit municipal declaration of dangerous, potentially dangerous, or vicious 
dog based solely on breed are: California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, 
Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, 
and Washington.13 

Outside of the USA, the swell of support for sensible legislation instead of breed-specific 
legislation has reached Canada as well. Last year, a town in New Brunswick decided to 
stop banning entire breeds and start looking at specific dogs to decide if they are 
dangerous or not.14 Changes came after town councilors admitted it was too hard to 
enforce the ban, and that they’d rather look at dogs on a case-by-case basis.  

In December 2017, Montreal lifted the pit bull ban implemented by its former mayor, Denis 
Coderre.15 Part of an election promise, this reversal of the ban means that parts of the 
animal control bylaw that targeted specific breeds and dogs with certain physical 
characteristics will be suspended. City councilor Craig Sauve said, “[T]argeting one breed 
of dog is not the right approach, because all breeds of dogs are potentially dangerous. So 
we have to work on how we can help owners get a better control of their dogs.”16 New 

9 https://eu.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2018/04/13/michigan-senate-pit-bulls/513853002/ 
10 http://www.phillyvoice.com/delaware-adopts-breed-bias-bill-prevent-dog-discrimination/ 
11 https://legis.delaware.gov/BillDetail/25339 
12 http://www.phillyvoice.com/delaware-adopts-breed-bias-bill-prevent-dog-discrimination/ 
13 https://www.animallaw.info/article/overview-states-prohibit-bsl 
14 https://globalnews.ca/news/3172579/new-brunswick-community-to-reverse-pit-bull-ban/ 
15 http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/montreal-to-roll-back-pit-bull-ban-1.4440030 
16 Id. 
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mayor Valerie Plante reinforced that Montreal would prefer an approach that ensures 
animal owners live up to their responsibilities rather than targeting one type of dog.17 

Despite Montreal’s progress in this area, the larger province of Quebec, of which Montreal 
is the largest city, is slower to catch on. Quebec’s Liberal government has promised a 
provincial-wide ban on pit bull-type dogs. (While the bill in question does not necessarily 
use the language of banning the breeds, it is largely considered to allow for it to happen 
and for that to be the intended goal.) However, the ban has been tabled until at least 
October, after being tabled previously in April 2017. Considered by many to be a positive 
sign that the bill will never pass, the repeated delays are due to a lack of consensus after 
public hearings, a failure to study the actual contents of the bill even at this point in time, 
and a desire to avoid controversy before the October 1 elections.  

We thank you for your time and attention to this important issue.  

17 http://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/quebec-wide-pit-bull-laws-unlikely-to-pass-before-october-
election 




